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Autotrack On Demand Delivery Return 

 

Introduction 

Delivery Return (abbreviated D/R) is a self 

generated document from an owner of freight 

which orders to receive back the goods into 

store. Every company has their own way to 

generate their delivery return, and after 

implementation of GST in our country, the 

usage of Delivery Return have become lesses. 

Common Problem 

Transferring of document, returning of goods 

will be the daily repeating task for stock picker. 

Routine and repeating task will cause the 

mistake happen without any intention. Double 

check, triple check, multiple checks is already 

routines for everyone, but the mistake still 

happened. To minimize the mistake from 1% to 

0.01% from your yearly revenue will be our 

target for Autotrack On Demand Delivery reutrn 

solution.  

What Autotrack Delivery Return can do for you? 

Autotrack On Demand Delivery reutrn design 

base on latest Microsoft SQL technology with 

asp.net and C sharp programming. Store keeper 

will be allow to enter  the Customer Previous 

DO online via the mobile computer. Data will be 

transfer wirelessly and user can browse the 

request data without going back to the main 

office to pick up the printed picking list. 

Stock returner will be start relocating the item 

and directly scan in the item barcode as well as 

quantity. And in the event quantity return more 

than delivery order quantity but the picker 

force the system to accept the picking task, 

Autotrack monitor lizard will alert the requestor 

at the PC site. 

Autotrack On Demand Delivery Return now 

offers you the Delivery return module by using 

the latest Microsoft windows mobile devices. 

Autotrack on Demand Delivery Return Note 

allow user to retrieve information base on 

Delivery Order document and enter item base 

on quantity or serial number. Portable terminal 

simplify the data entry into system for bulky 

item. Always online mode allows data to be 

delivered online. 
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Autotrack On Demand Delivery Return 

What is inside Autotrack on Demand delivery 

Return?  

Autotrack On Demand Delivery Return comes in 

2 separate software, Autotrack Delivery Return 

Management Studio and Autotrack Delivery 

Return terminal client. 

Autotrack Delivery Return Management Studio 

work? 

 Autotrack Delivery Return Management Studio 

is running at the back-end PC to allow 

administrator user to manage their data. 

Autotrack Delivery Return Management Studio 

have a function 

to link to user 

database via 

text file of item 

master from 

customer exiting 

inventory 

program with 

Delivery Order 

information and current quantity. This back-end 

program allow user to have a clear view on the 

delivery Order Information, stock and make a 

detail plan on receiving process as well as man 

power allocation. 

Autotrack delivery return terminal client is a 

client program running on the mobile computer. 

It depends on the type of mobile computer you 

select. Minimum level of customization will be 

done once only base on customer preference 

for the first time. Once the user starts to 

routine the process, it should be able to reduce 

the lost on the wrong receiving and allocation 

of the stock. The terminal use recommended 

come with WiFi connection. The different 

between Delivery Return Note Batch and 

Delivery Return Note Online is based on the 

process to classify this process and the 

frequency of the action. Inventory manager will 

determine the process and classify the activity. 

Online update the receiving data directly after 

user press the save button on the terminal. Pre-

requisite for the Delivery Order to be done is 

customer need to have a proper barcoding 

system in their warehouse.  

 

Features 

Windows base application 

User friendly design 

With Login user security 

Two way communication (Mobilecomm Needed) 

Light weight program  

Clear indicator and user action 

Support different brand of Mobile computer 

Adjustable to various screen size 

Using standard windows control  

1D or 2D barcode capturing 

Batch, WiFi, Bluetooth, 2G, 3G, 4G or 5G  

Text file transfer integration 

Suitable hardware: Zebra, Honeywell, Datalogic, 

Denso, Argox  

Optional Receipt Printing 

Delivery Return Proof  


